New at the
BANFF UPPER HOT SPRINGS
1930’s look — 1990’s feel
The natural mineral-rich water is still hot. The historic 1930’s style of architecture remains. Everything else has changed. More than $4 million in renovations at the Banff Upper Hot Springs brings visitors a whole new experience.

Facilities have been added or improved including:
• a new year-round outdoor mineral spring fed pool is 1.35 metres deep with benches all around
• an enlarged island includes a 25 cm deep children’s wading area
• facility and pool access designed for everyone’s needs
• new modern change rooms with heated floors, 40% more lockers, change space, additional washrooms and shower stalls
• family/unit change rooms
• updated spa with aromatic steam; mineral plunge pool; aromatherapy wraps, massage studios
• spa products boutique
• gift shop, a 35-seat restaurant and a deck-side snack bar.
• reception area designed to accommodate tour groups
• interpretive exhibits indoors

The water - is always hot, on frosty winter days with snow swirling about as you soak or on cool summer evenings with star-studded skies. It’s a rejuvenating, relaxing 40° C*. (*average temperature)

THE BANFF UPPER HOT SPRINGS
P.O. Box 900
Banff, Alberta T0L 0C0
Pool Manager (403) 762-1498
Reception (403) 762-1515

Canada’s world-acclaimed national park system, began more than a hundred years ago with the discovery of hot springs on Sulphur Mountain.
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